where/is a polynomial of degree 2k.
Theorem 1. The sum of the Betti numbers of W is ^.2k(/2k -l)m_1.
Similar estimates have been given by Olneinik [5] . The proof follows. Consider the function n: W->Sm~l which assigns to each point of W its unit normal vector grad//| grad/|. According to a theorem of Sard, the set of critical values of n has measure zero in 5m_1. (See [7] or [6, p. 10] .) Hence, after rotating the coordinate system if necessary, we may assume that the two points (0, Proof. If we differentiate the identity
twice, and then evaluate at a critical point, we obtain d2f/dXidXj + idf/dxm)id2h/du%^u¡) = 0; which shows that the matrix (d2//ax¿3xy)i,y<m is nonsin guiar. From this the linear independence of the m gradient vectors follows easily. Now Lemma 1 asserts that the number of critical points of h is less than or equal to the product
Therefore the sum of the Betti numbers of W is less than or equal to this number. This proves Theorem 1.
Remark B. Using a more complicated argument, which applies Morse theory directly to the function /, one can prove the following slightly sharper inequality: rank H*W g (2* -1)» + 1.
Using this, Theorem 2 can be sharpened to the form rankP*F è K(2* -l)m + 1).
Proof of Theorem 2. Let rDm denote the disk of radius r in Rm.
For each r we will show that H*iVf~\rDm) has rankgè(2è-l)'"-1. Hence, keeping e fixed, it follows from Sard's theorem that this hypersurface is nonsingular for almost all values of 5. We will assume henceforth that e and ô are chosen so that this is the case.
Applying Theorem 1 to dK we see that H*idK) has rank 2ß(2& -l)m_1. But the Alexander duality theorem implies that rank H*iK) = § rank H*idK). There remains one small but tricky point : the passage to the limit as r-> oo. One approach is to make use of the theorem that V can be triangulated.
(See for example Lefschetz and Whitehead [2] .) It follows that the Betti numbers of V based on singular homology theory are the same as those based on Cech cohomology theory. But the singular homology group H*(V) is equal to the direct limit of the singular homology groups of the compact subsets1 of V. II PE VC\rDm C F is any compact sub-polyhedron, then the restriction homomorphism H*V-^>H*P has rank ;£ k(2k -l)"1-1; hence the corresponding homology homomorphism H*P-^>H*V also has rank = &(2& -l)m_1. Therefore the limit H* V has rank = &(2& -l)m_1; which completes the proof. Here the initial factor m in this expression is needed only in the special case when the coefficient field F has characteristic 2.
In order to prove Corollary 1 it is only necessary to think of Fi as a real variety in R2m. To prove Corollary 2 note that the same homogeneous equations can be used to define an affine variety VI ECm+1.
The intersection
V2T\S2m+1 is the total space of a circle bundle over F2. Using the Gysin sequence of this bundle, one arrives at the given estimate. Corollary 3 is proved in the same way. In this case Vi i\Sm is a 2-fold covering of F3; so that the prime 2 plays a special role.
Added in proof. A rather different problem arises when one considers a locus which is defined by polynomial inequalities. In this case any estimate must depend not only on the degrees of the inequalities but also upon their number. As an example the p quadratic inequalities This set is compact. Its boundary is obtained by setting only the last expression equal to zero. Given e we may assume that 5 is chosen so that the boundary is nonsingular.
Therefore 
